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ABSTRACT:
Ebola Virus (EBOV, also referred as Zaire Ebola Virus), member of filoviridae family, is a single stranded,
filamentous, enveloped, mononegavirales virus. It causes acute hemorrhagic fever which is naturally resistant to
various antibiotics. After the outbreak of Ebola virus, the CADD (Computer Aided Drug Discovery) became
necessary as classical model of drug discovery takes lots of time to find target protein and potential lead compound.
Computational techniques made it much easier. The matrix protein of Ebola VP40 whose virulent activity and
functions in pathogenesis affirmed it as a potential drug target. To inhibit Ebola infection, CADD and molecular
docking approaches are one of the effective tools to discover new drug leads against these sporadic targets. In this
study lead compounds identified that matches the drug likeliness criteria using “Lipinski’s rule of five” for different
crystalline structures of target receptor protein. The discovery of such drug lead molecules which inhibits those protein
molecules may constitute successful multidrug resistant Ebola virus infection.
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[I] INTRODUCTION
Ebola virus can be best identified as an enveloped,
negative sense single-strand RNA virus ((-)
ssRNA), often termed as Mononegavirales. This
virological taxon or order in which genus Ebola
virus is in, is classified under the virus family
filoviridae. There are three genera under
Filoviridae namely, Marburg virus, Ebola virus
and Cueva Virus [1].
Ebola consists five
identified species which is from five different
African countries which are Zaire, Sudan,
Bundibugyo, Tai Forest (Ivory Cost), Reston [2].
Ebola has a structure which resembles like a ‘u’,
circle or coil shaped thread. Thus it is called

filamentous virus. Ebola virus disease (commonly
EVD) first identified in 1976 in two different
places simultaneously, one is Nzara which is in
South Sudan as of now, and the other one in
Yambuku, Democratic Republic of Congo. It is to
be believed that Ebola is definitely an animal
borne virus and most likely fruit bats or primates
such as apes (chimpanzees, gorillas etc) and
monkeys can be Ebola reservoir [3]. Viruses like
Ebola who gets transferred from animal to human
is also called Zoonotic Virus [4].
Statistics shows the number of deaths (includes
suspected, probable and confirmed) latest situation
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summary up to 11 May 2016 is 11,315 in which
4,806 are from Liberia, 3.955 are from Sierra
Leone, 2,536 are from Guinea, 8 from Nigeria, 6
from Mali, 1 from United States. There are no
vaccines and permanent drug available [5]. Ebola
infection happens in two distinct phases. In
incubation phase which is naturally time interval
of 2 to 21 days from viral infection [6], Ebola
virus directly attacks the so called brain of the
human immune system which is dendritic cells
and binds with its receptors which leads to the
inhibition of immune cells such as killer t-cells,
helper t-cells, b cells which gets activated by only
dendritic cells. This results in too much replication
of virus cells which kills other immunity
defending cells like natural killer cells and guard
cells such as macrophages and monocytes. This
accelerates releasing body fluids and activation of
neutrophil cells which ultimately can neither
inhibit nor kill infected virus cells and results to
internal bleeding. In late phase, Ebola virus
attacks liver cells which lead to organ failure. At
this moment immune system activates cytokine
storm which attacks almost every other organ,
making huge collateral damage to the body such
as releasing more body fluids which dehydrates
the body. Blood pressure in vessels increases too
much due to improper coagulation. After a while
blood vessels burst causing severe internal and
external bleeding. There is a significant lack of
oxygen for the organs. Important organs like lungs
and especially heart cannot continue to do their
job, which leads to hypovolemic shock [7]. As
EBOV is contagious, health workers are being
afraid to handle patients. They need protective suit
which includes medical mask, double gloves,
boots, goggles etc which is expensive enough.
Another statistics shows about 50% to 60%
infected people died out of this recent Ebola
epidemic [8].
This target protein receptor VP40 is matrix protein
which is the one of the first foreign particle to
infect the immune cell especially a dendritic cell
at first. Researchers claim VP40 is the very reason
to the virus assembly and budding in the infected
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cell. Moreover, VP40 can be responsible for
important aspects like packaging, viral
transcription regulation, RNA silencing and
morphogenesis [9]. There are two distinct
terminals N and C terminals of VP40. So if
somehow VP40 can be inhibited the whole
process of Ebola infection can be prevented [10].
In sillico procedure is considered as one of most
effective solution to screen, develop and establish
compounds which has a potentiality to be a lead
molecule of a drug compound. CADD involves
Structure based drug designing which uses three
dimensional conformations of protein and ligand
on which docking studies are applied and binding
energy and molecule interactions are calculated.
Hence, molecular docking is the best option to
validate potential lead compounds [11].
Ebola epidemic is alarming for human and other
non human primates as currently there is no drug
available for treatment. We must put all our
resources immediately to develop a drug against
this deadly virus. Classical drug discovery takes
too much time to establish an element as a
potential drug element.
Hence, Computer Aided Drug Design is used to
reduce time, cost and manual effort. Thus
molecular docking techniques will lead us to the
effective lead drug compound which will inhibit
the viral protein. There has to be more
experimental works and researches on in-depth
mechanism of Ebola virus which may target at
genetic level.
[II] MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Retrieval of Protein Structures
According to literature survey, the structure of
matrix protein VP40 at 3.5 Å resolution PDB ID
4LDD [12], at 1.83 Å resolution PDB ID 4LD8
[12], at 1.85 Å resolution PDB ID 4LDM [12].
These structures were studied using mgltools
1.5.6. [13]. Firstly water molecules are removed
and hydrogen atoms are added. As there were no
active site prediction available for all three VP40
receptors in CastP server. Molecular docking in
such cases is called blind docking.
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2.2 Compound Library Preparation
As per literature survey, firstly 53 compounds
were identified that can block Ebola virus like
particles entry. Among those elements there were
quite a few FDA approved drugs [14]. These
elements were further optimized to affirm its
effect on real Ebola virus protein by structure
based drug designing procedure which includes
molecular docking, virtual screening and
pharmacophore studies. Then the researchers
finally conclude to 13 compounds which can be
used as potential therapeutic [15]. This conclusion
was drawn using various database searches,
molecule’s properties, Geometry minimization
techniques carried out using Argus Lab applying
steepest descent algorithm. Molecules were
classified on the basis of approved drugs and
investigatory drugs [15].
2.3 Screening of ligands
As there were already a few researches aimed at
potential drug compound against Ebola VP40. But
structurally our protein is more developed and
accurate hence different .We took the previously
researched elements and their homologues. There
were around 50 molecules which was obtained
from Pubchem [16] or Chemspider [17]. Their
structures are drawn using chemsketch [18] and
saved as .mol file. Then these .mol files are
converted into.pdb files using OpenBabel [19].
2.4 Docking Studies
Molecular Docking study is the procedure used to
study the interaction between viral protein and
drug molecules. Their bond formation,
positioning, orientation etc. is observed along with
their active sites and binding energy. Molecular
docking analysis was performed using mgltools
1.5.6 (i.e. Autodock) [13]. After the screening of
ligand molecule and protein preparation, all the
ligand molecules are docked to the protein
receptor. In protein preparation, hydrogen atoms
(polar only) should be added along with kollman
charges and deleting the water molecules. Each
ligand generates ten interactions in docking and
the best interactions were selected on the basis of
minimum binding energy. All those interaction
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studies lead us to the most probable active site
residues Table 1. The result is then confirmed
through FlexX [20] which is another fast, flexible
approach towards docking. The most probable
active sites we found through our research are
shown in Table 1.
Table1:- Most Probable Potential Active Site Residues
Proteins
Most Probable Potential Active Site
Residues
ASP102 , GLN282, ALA156 , LEU288
4LD8
GLU160 , ASP175 , ARG214 , GLN159
VAL166 , GLU76
GLN282 , GLU160 , ASP175 , GLN159
4LDD
VAL166 , GLU76
ASP102 , ALA156 , GLN159 ,VAL166
4LDM
GLU 160, PHE161 , GLU76 , ASP75

There were molecules which showed inhibitory
characteristics against old VP40 structures but as
per the most recent crystalline structure of VP40,
many of those molecules could not successfully
docked or could not be docked at all. There are
approved drug compounds like Deslanoside [21],
Vincristine[22], Vinorelbine[23] etc. which are
very effective heart conditions. As Ebola patients
experience loss of vascular integrity, internal and
external bleeding leads to hypovolemic shock. As
a drug Deslanoside is implemented in severe
cardiac arrhythmia [21]. Vincristine is an effective
anti-cancer drug [22]. Vinorelbine is used in
chemotherapy as it is anti-mitotic drug which
inhibits cell divisions [23]. But these compounds
are deemed to be unsatisfactory in docking studies
of Ebola. Though amongst them Digoxin which is
also a popular cardiac drug, was successfully
docked in the active site cavity of the receptors. It
is also observed that compounds which has similar
structures to these docked compounds also shows
a greater affinity for protein receptor compound
than other random drug compounds. All docked
compounds meet the criteria of “Lipinski Rule of
Five” [24] except digoxin. Table 2 shows the
properties of the lead component for VP40 based
on which the lipinski’s criteria of drug likeliness
[24] was implemented. The compounds and their
respective properties is given below in Table 2
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[25]. Amongst few investigational drugs such as
Azaclorzine,
Bifemelane,
Cyclomethycaine,
Piperacetazine etc only Titorone was successfully
docked but the observation of docking analysis
was not impressive enough [15].
Table: 2. Properties of Lead Component for VP40
Molecular
weight
[g/mol]

Properties
Hlog
bond
P
Donor

258.23126

-0.8

4

8

490511

244.20468

-1.8

4

7

493218

261.207083

-2

4

7

C4

11311448

258.23126

-1.3

3

7

C5

15590161

259.21602

0.9

3

8

C6

44578625

242.23186

-1

3

6

C7

69822863

260.186982

-2

3

6

C8

Digoxin

780.93846

1.3

6

14

Serial
No.

Compound
(Pubmed
ID)

C1

129126

C2
C3

H-bond
Acceptor

[III] RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Molecular docking studies of lead
compounds against Ebola virus receptors
(VP40) using Autodock

Molecular docking studies are performed on the
lead compounds which consist of approved drugs,
investigatory drugs and drug homologues. The
binding energy, unbound energy and molecular
interactions were observed for different amino
acids residues on different sites of receptor
protein.
Various hydrogen bond interactions were
observed via docking studies. The docked
conformation of compounds revealed that the
compounds interacted with binding pocket
residues (ASP102, ALA156, LEU288, GLU160,
GLN159) of target protein 4LD8 through
hydrogen bond interaction with residue GLU160,
GLU159, and VAL166 respectively as shown in
the Figure 1. The oxygen atom of the terminal
amide group of the ligand C5 behaves as hydrogen
bond acceptor and interacts with GLN159 residue
unlike the ligand C2 where residue GLN159
found interacting with the terminal hydroxyl
group.

Figure 1: (a) Interaction between 4LD8 receptor protein and ligand C2, (b) Interaction between 4LD8 receptor protein
and ligand C5

To further support docking studies, all the ligands qualifying Lipinski’s criteria were docked for its binding
interaction in the active site 4LDD. We have predicted the most probable active site in the receptor
(GLN282, GLU160 and GLN159). Residues of target protein participate in hydrogen bond interaction with
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the ligands. Ligand C2 showed hydrogen bond interaction with GLN159 residue by forming hydrogen bond
between oxygen atoms of terminal amide group while terminal hydroxyl group of ligand C5 seem to
interact in the same way with GLN159, VAL166 residue of active site also participated in hydrogen bond
interaction with both the residues as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: (a) Interaction between 4LDD receptor protein and ligand C2, (b) Interaction between 4LDD receptor
protein and ligand C5

Another docking interaction with these ligands were observed with another target protein 4LDM. The
docking analysis using Autodock revealed the importance of ASP102, GLN159, GLU160, PHE161
residues in the binding pocket of the target protein with remarkable binding energy.

Figure 3: (a) Interaction between 4LDM receptor protein and ligand C2, (b) Interaction between 4LDM receptor
protein and ligand C5

3.2. Validation using FlexX
To further confirm all the above binding models of interactions, autodock results were validated using
software FlexX and same interaction with same binding pocket were observed with acceptable FlexX score
Biswadip Bandyopadhyay, et al.
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as shown in Figure 4 and 5. Most common active site GLN159 has acceptable FlexX score (Table 3) for
interaction with the ligand C2 and C5, thus it validates the model.

Figure 4: (a) Pose view diagram of Interaction between 4LD8 receptor protein and ligand C2, (b) Pose view diagram
of Interaction between 4LD8 receptor protein and ligand C5

Figure 5: (a) Pose view diagram of Interaction between 4LDD receptor protein and ligand C2, (b) Pose view diagram
of Interaction between 4LDD receptor protein and ligand C5, (c) Pose view diagram of Interaction between 4LDM
receptor protein and ligand C5.

There were multiple probable active sites for three different crystalline structure of Ebola. But few active
sites were common in this three Ebola protein sample structure. The docking results of these active sites
and ligand molecules gave us a new perspective. There is a common active site of three Ebola proteins
Biswadip Bandyopadhyay, et al.
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which interact with other ligands and amongst them it shows molecular interaction in only two inhibitors.
Those two molecules Pubmed id is 490511 and 15590161 respectively and the active site being GLN
159.The molecular docking and interaction in autodock is further validated through FlexX. The FlexX
score for 4LD8 protein with C2 and C5 is -12.362 and -11.452 respectively. But in case of ligand C2 and
C5 interacting with 4LDD protein , the result shows -12.1706 and -6.0406. The Table regarding the
comparative study and validation of molecular docking between Autodock and FlexX through their
respective scores is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Comparative study of docking scores using FlexX and Autodock
Protein->
4LD8
4LDD
Ligand
FlexX
Autodock
FlexX
Autodock
129126
-11.5318
-1.59
-8.2815
-2.07
490511
-12.362
-2.83
-12.1706
-2.44
493218
-13.4791
-3.3
-11.8200
-1.79
11311448
-10.7149
-2.29
-4.0779
-2.41
15590161
-11.452
-2.47
-6.0406
-0.89
4478625
-17.5801
-3.51
-11.9580
-2.39
69822863
-17.9892
-3.72
-10.0957
-2.52
Digoxin
-1.5937
-2.62
0
-3.19

[IV] DISCUSSION
Though Ebola outbreak predominantly had been
centered only in West Africa, but in time it can be
serious matter of concern for rest of the world. So,
before it gets out of our hand, we need to be get
ready with proper therapeutic facility. Natural
resistant to antibiotics made it more difficult and
quite untreatable with higher mortality rates.
VP40 is the most potent and promising target
protein, as it responsible for virus budding and
assembly procedure. So, targeting and inhibiting
VP40 can work as remedy of Ebola infection.
All the sorted screened ligands showed
effectiveness and optimum binding affinity
towards selected protein. All lead compounds
except Digoxin fall in the approved range of
Lipinski’s rule of five. In case of digoxin, as it is
already a drug compound for severe heart disease,
it may work better as an inhibitory element. Fatal
and destructive behavior of Ebola may need
multiple drug to combat its virulence.
[V] CONCLUSION
In this research, we have analyzed the inhibitive
nature of potential drug molecule against various
crystalline structure of Ebola Virus protein VP40.
From the comparative analysis of all three target
Biswadip Bandyopadhyay, et al.

4LDM
FlexX
-2.1725
-6.6220
-4.7262
-4.1954
-6.6220
-5.4080
-6.0020
1.0311

Autodock
-3.46
-2.44
-1.79
-2.41
-0.89
-2.39
-2.52
-3.91

proteins (PDB ID - 4LD8, 4LDD and 4LDM) with
various ligands, it is found that ligands C2 and C5
can be potent ligand molecules as they are
showing hydrogen bond interaction with most
important and common residue GLN159 at the
active site of all the target receptors with
acceptable binding energy and FlexX score. Also,
we have proposed the most probable active for the
target protein. On comparing the results of
docking analysis between ligands and target with
approved drug compound Digoxin, it is observed
that the ligand C2 and C5 have qualified Lipinski
criteria and hence it has given optimum binding
affinity and better binding energy along with
FlexX score than Digoxin. This research on lead
compound Pubchem ID 490511 and 15590161
will have to undergo toxicity test and pre clinical
trials and various optimization process before it
can be eligible for clinical trials. Both of these
ligands can be further modified and analysed to
design new compounds which can be used as drug
molecules against Ebola virus.
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